SGA fee increase? "Just say yes" to By Shawn Smith (SGA) has begun a campus-wide campaign to encourage students to vote "yes" to a referendum question concerning an SGA fee increase of up to one dollar. Each semester, students pay an SGA fee of two dollars per credit, with a maximum of $24 for 12 or more credits. The money is used for Class One Organizations' budgets and SGA services. According to SGA President Rob Acerra, there has been an increase under the current constitution since its establishment in 1964. According to Student Trustee Mike Rodak, the Board of Trustees may raise tuition by three to five dollars. "Along with a tuition increase, usually comes a fee increase," said Acerra. "To reduce the likelihood of the Board of Trustees raising any of the three other fees like athletic, general service, or student union building fees, we want to raise SGA fees. The SGA would like to see that the students benefit directly from a fee increase." SGA services, which are available to all SGA fee-paying students, are: legal services, notary public, voter registration, college rings, discount pharmacy, publications, free phones, discount cards, ticket appeals, duplicating services, Drop-in Center, the Market Source electronic advertising network, and stamps. Acerra asserted that an increase in SGA fees will assure students of a higher quality in services rendered to students. An example, he said, is this year's yearbook sitting fee of three dollars for seniors, which is to be used to finance the publication. Acerra said that with an increase, such fees will not need to be charged of students in the future. Yesterday, the SGA legislature unanimously passed a bill which would allow the SGA to bring the question of the increase to the entire undergraduate student body for approval. Voting will begin on Sat., Dec. 5, and continue until Sat., Dec. 12, in the Student Center, Blanton Hall, and Freeman Hall for undergraduate SGA fee-paying students. Of this student body, 20 percent must vote, and of the 20 percent, 51 percent must vote yes, in order to get the board of trustees to consider raising the SGA fee instead of the other fees. According to Rodak, voting to raise the SGA fee will not prevent the Board of Trustees from raising any of the other fees, if they deem it necessary. Fees may be raised up to a threshold of 30% of the tuition rate. "The board overall should be favorable," said Rodak. Acerra says that with the one dollar increase, there will not be a need for another fee increase in the future. "We've gone 24 years without an increase," he said, "given this increase, we should not need another." Lynde is Acting President The MSC Board of Trustees named Dr. Richard A. Lynde of Basking Ridge acting president on Nov. 13. The appointment was effective as of Nov. 16. Lynde will take leave from his MSC post as vice president for academic affairs to step in for Dr. Donald E. Walters, who is recuperating from a recent illness. Lynde has 17 years experience at MSC, first as a faculty member in the Dept. of Chemistry, and most recently as an administrator. He served as Dean of the School of Mathematical and Natural Sciences for 11 years and was appointed vice president for academic affairs last summer. He holds a bachelor's degree in chemistry and a PhD in inorganic chemistry. In 1981, he attended the Institute for Educational Management at Harvard University. Rodak explains new security contract By Paul Mampilly Assignment Editor Michael Rodak, student trustee, cleared up some of the controversy surrounding the Wells-Fargo contract and discussed other current student concerns in a recent interview. As discussed in the Montclarion's editorial "How secure are dorm residents?," the Wells-Fargo security contract for the campus' residence halls was not renewed this year. What students aren't aware of is what led to the termination of the contract. Last year, an administrator without the authority to decide the status of the contract signed for its renewal. Rodak said he would not reveal who that administrator was. The Wells-Fargo contract went up for renewal again this semester. Due to a delay in the bidding process, emergency legislation was introduced by the Board of Trustees to temporarily extend the existing security contract until the new bid could be completed. Wells-Fargo was the lowest bidder, so the contract was offered to them conditionally. Rodak said, "I raised two concerns that students had about the competency of Wells-Fargo. One, that security personnel had been sleeping on the job, and that they sometimes were not found at the desk." Eventually, the contract was offered to Wells-Fargo on the following conditions: the college would impose fines for violations; and three absences by Wells-Fargo's security personnel would lead to automatic dismissal of the contract by MSC. "This led to Wells-Fargo demanding a similar clause in the contract that would allow them to withdraw from the contract at any time," according to Rodak. MSC administration rejected the demand and the contract was awarded to State Security.
The Montclarion would like to extend their best wishes for a Happy and Healthy Thanksgiving Holiday.
Residents' verbal argument erupts into fight

By John Gallant
Correspondent

On Nov. 6, a fight broke out between residents and visitors at Freeman Hall. A female resident involved in an on-going argument with another male resident brought her brother and a friend over to the dorm to argue her case with the hall director. Before this meeting could take place, an argument broke out between the two parties. The verbal argument became a physical fight, and all involved were brought down to campus police.

A total of 10 complaints were filed between the concerned parties. A court date has been set for November 19.

At 3 am on Nov. 15, a female resident refused to sign her ex-boyfriend into the building. He was signed in by another resident, went to her room, and began banging on her door. When he attempted to reach her on the phone, she went downstairs to alert security.

When she reached the desk she grabbed her around the neck and attempted to choke her. No charges were filed.

On Nov. 16, between 7:30 pm and 7:45 pm, a female resident assaulted another female resident, tearing the victim's earing from her ear. Charges were filed and a hearing is scheduled for Nov. 19.

On Nov. 6, at 10 pm, a visiting male struck his girlfriend, a resident, several times.

When she reached the desk, she refused to sign a complaint against him.

On Nov. 13, at 2:15 am, a fire alarm was pulled in Blanton Hall. Eyewitnesses gave descriptions of three black males as the persons who pulled the alarm.

On Nov. 13, between 6:30 pm and 8:00 pm, a 1984 Chevrolet was broken into. Several personal items were stolen.

On Oct. 15, a man was found to be using a fake disabled driver's license. He was given a $105 fine and a $20 ticket.

On Nov. 10, between 10:15 am and 3:00 pm, a 1986 Pontiac was stolen from lot 28. It was recovered on Nov. 11 at 1 pm. It had been stripped of its tires and radio.

Between 5:30 pm and 9:00 pm, on Nov. 10, a 1985 Chevrolet was stolen from lot 30. It was recovered in Newark with its stereo missing and damage done to the body.

Rodak explains contract

wide Securities, the second lowest bidder.

When asked why Wells-Fargo was given so much of a chance despite its poor record, Rodak said, "Wells-Fargo was the lowest bidder by about $25,000, and that's why an effort was made to work out a contract with them."

He stated that "The new contract with Statewide Securities will cost MSC $140,000 a year. Statewide Securities has a good reputation and we will be getting better security."

Another subject brought up by Rodak was the tuition increase that will be imposed on students for the second year in a row. He said, "Tuition will increase by ten percent or more, effective in Fall '88."

He said funds were needed to boost MSC's reserves, which, according to Rodak, are "very low for an institution of our size. The money will be used for further computerization and other administrative functions that the college has to take care of due to autonomy."

Another subject addressed by Rodak was the possible introduction of flat rate tuition. "I have brought up the idea of flat rate tuition to the board, by which students pay a certain amount if they take more than a certain amount of credits. A good example is the way SGA fees work. You pay fees for 12 credits even if you take more than 12 credits," said Rodak.

SGA News

Referendum on fee increase

By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

At last night's SGA meeting, the legislature approved four referendums to be held to increase SGA fee income for the upcoming year. The earliest any fee increase will take place is the Fall of 1988.

Another referendum approved was for the extension of the Sprague Library hours. At present, many students having to work jobs wish to attend the library late but are not able to because of the limited hours. The proposed hours would keep the library open until midnight, Sun. thru Thur., and to 6 pm on Fri. and Sat.

A second referendum concerning both technical and substantive changes in the SGA constitution was approved by the legislature. The technical changes include the grammatical re-structuring of the constitution, while the substantive amendments contain material changes. One of the major changes in the SGA constitution approved was for the extension of the subscription service of your SGA.

THANKSGIVING MEGA-SALE!

PLENTY OF SAVINGS!
UP TO $75 Off
Order Now:
Pay in March!

Gold Rings*

ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS

Monday, Nov. 23 to Wednesday, Nov. 25
10 am - 6 pm
S.C. Lobby

College rings a service of your SGA
amendments is the elimination of freshman elections. If passed, freshman legislators will be appointed to the board. These referendums are all subject to the outcome of the balloting.

In other news, the legislature passed an emergency student affairs resolution bill. The reason behind this bill is the reduction in professional staff members within student activities directly responsible for the advisement of the SGA.

As of Jan. 1, 1988, there will only be two staff members as opposed to 12 one year ago. This bill requests the Division of Student Affairs to immediately consider a plan which will increase the number of personnel within the Student Activities office. In addition, the added personnel would have as their primary responsibility the coordination of programming in conjunction with the SGA.

Star gazing every Thursday
Every Thursday evening, provided that the weather is clear, Dr. Mary Lou West presents an hour of star gazing for both the serious astronomer and the curious spectator. Public Telescope night occurs outside of Richardson Hall, from 8:00 pm to 9:00 pm, and is free of charge. For further information, contact Dr. West in the Physics Dept., or call 893-4166.

Exhibit at art gallery
An exhibit of “Witches, Demons and Metamorphoses,” on paper by Miriam Beerman will take place in the College Art Gallery from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. on Nov. 23. For further information call Dr. Sharon Patton, director of galleries at 893-5113.

YES, YOU CAN HAVE YOUR BEEFCAKE AND EAT IT TOO!
SENSOR PORTRAITS RM 418 IN SC ANNEX STARTING NOW!!
Sitting Fee is $3.00.
Sign up now in SC Annex.
Guest lecturer on AIDS, sexual deviance and social control

Dr. Martin Levine, a well known expert on homophobia and AIDS will be a guest lecturing, in Dr. Peter Freund's class, on Deviance and Social Control (Sociology Dept.) on Dec. 1 at 5:30 pm in Mallory Hall, room no. 262.

Speech and Theater Dept. to tour the U.K.

The Department of Speech and Theater is sponsoring a tour to Great Britain and the Netherlands this winter session. The tour will visit London, Oxford University, Stratford-on-Avon, Windsor Castle, Hampton Court, the Royal Botanic Gardens (at Kew and Runnymeade), London's National Theater complex and the BBC.

In Amsterdam, a canal cruise, an opera performance, and full day excursions to Leiden, Delft and the Hague are scheduled.

The trip is open to students and non-students. The tour costs $1,388.00, which includes round trip airfare, transfers, hotels, ands continental breakfast. For more information contact Prof. Dannis Eaton at 893-7342.

Two more ministers for campus ministry

MSC has expanded its ecumenical staff by hiring of Rev. Ted Boswell and Rev. Ed Wilder.

Boswell is an Episcopalian priest from St. James Episcopal Church in Upper Montclair.

Wilder is a United Methodist minister and pastor of Bellevista Simpson United Methodist Church in Clifton. He was hired for the position of Protestant campus minister by the Montclair Protestant Foundation.

Both men hope that their help will further extend religious counseling and services to the MSC community.

CLUB Presents

THE WINTER BALL

On

December 4th

at the Loews Glenpointe Hotel

Tickets on sale:

Thursday November 19 & Friday November 20

in the CLUB office in the Student Center Annex

CLUB is a Class I organization of the SGA
ART, DRAFTING & DESIGN STUDENTS,

We have the Tools for your Success.

Bring your Back to School lists to Koenig Art Emporium where you’ll find everything you need from brushes, pads, paints, & T-squares to tables, lamps & chairs.

- Student Discount w/ID
- Except Sale Items
- Willowbrook Mall
- Across From Sam Goody

JOIN/
The Montclarion
...it's never too late!

If you enjoy:
- Writing
- Photography
- Graphic arts
- Proofreading
- Layout
- Paste-up

Stop by our office

We welcome new members all year round. It's never too late to join.

And remember English, Journalism, Communications, Art students...

IT LOOKS GOOD ON YOUR RESUME!!!

A Class One of the SGA

THE MONTCLAIR PROTESTANT FOUNDATION
is reestablishing a ministry on campus

Within the next two months we will begin to launch several groups/programs aimed at meeting the spiritual needs and dreams of the whole campus community: students, staff and faculty.

THE POSSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
creative worship
prayer & share groups    body work & meditation
dynamic Bible study    play and much more
faith & social/campus issues    community service
writing and editing a periodical    dream interpretation

THE CHOICES ARE YOURS.
YOU'LL HAVE A GREAT TIME WORKING WITH EXPERIENCED LEADERS.
IF ANY OF THIS INTERESTS YOU, GIVE US A CALL 684-4816 ANYTIME OR DROP A NOTE BY STUDENT CENTER, RM 409
FALL ASLEEP DURING IMPORTANT PSYCHOLOGY LECTURE AND MISS REVIEW FOR EXAM -1 CREDIT

EXPELLED START YEAR OVER AND GO ON PROBATION (Wear PROBATION CAP)

It's after first semester - I'm on Probation, I'm broke and I'm becoming a lush. Well, at least I can tell my parents I graduated from College... playing COLLEGE MANIA!

MORE THAN JUST A GAME... IT'S THE FUN YEARS OF YOUR LIFE!

ON SALE NOW AT The COLLEGE SUPPLY STORE

FOREVER TAN
Keep Your Summer Glow 260 Bellevue Ave. Upper Montclair, NJ Above the Bellevue Theatre 783-0077

1/2 Price Tanning Special
Join any package at regular price and receive any package less than or equal to that value for 1/2 price at time of renewal. (With this coupon) (Cannot be used in conjunction with any other special or discount) Expires Dec. 31, 1987

Seasonal Help Stockers Cashiers Salespeople Service Merchandise, one of the nation's largest catalog showroom retailers, has immediate openings for part-time Salespeople, Stockers, and Cashiers for the holidays.

We offer
* Flexible day/evening hours
* Excellent wages and benefits
* Immediate employee discounts

Apply in person now:
SERVICE MERCHANDISE WEST BELT PLAZA RT. 23 SOUTH WAYNE, NJ

Part-Time Sales With Management Potential America's Largest Sofabed Specialist $6.00 per hour plus commission Excellent exposure into retail world Good appearance, outgoing personality and conscientious work habits necessary

No Experience Needed
We are open 68 hrs Sat. 10-6 Mon. thru Fri. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 Pick up your hours

Jennifer Convertibles
Contact Mr. Falk: 201-343-0300

JUST NAILS 744-3857
280 BELLEVUE AVENUE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07042
Next to FOREVER TAN

*SET OF TIPS & WRAPS $40.00
reg. $65

*SET OF WRAPS $30.00
reg. $40

*AIRBRUSHING ART & MANICURE $15.00
reg. $24

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE VALID ONLY WITH THIS COUPON EXPIRES 11/26/87
Thanksgiving Convocation

An Interfaith Celebration of Word, Prayer and Song
hosted by the Campus Ministry Council
Tuesday, November 24, 1987
12 noon - - - Ballroom A
For information call: 7240 or 746-2323

The Campus Ministry Council is the coordinating body for the student religious groups, chartered as Class III and IV of the SQA. Music and song featuring Mr. Myron C. Smith, the BSCU Gospel Choir and the music ministry of the Newman Community.

A reception will begin at 11:30 am followed by the Convocation at 12:15 pm.
Jewish Student Union Is Sponsoring a Speaker On:

SOVIET JEWRY

Tuesday Nov. 24
Student Center
Room 417
8:00 pm

Come by and learn how YOU can be INVOLVED in the rally in Washington D.C. on December 6

Help bring the world together. Host an exchange student.

International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace, brings teenagers from other countries to live for a time with American families and attend American schools. Learn about participating as a volunteer host family.

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

The International Youth Exchange.

JSU is a Class IV Organization of the SGA

Here's an invitation from all of us to try our new restaurant.

Join us at Montclair's newest restaurant, J.B. Winberie—the place where good food, good wine, and good friends come together naturally.

ARRIVING NOVEMBER 25TH AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.

Steve Martin, John Candy
PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES

What he really wanted was to spend Thanksgiving with his family.

What he got was three days with the turkey.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
JOHN HUGHES FILM

ARRIVING NOVEMBER 25TH AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
editorial

What's a student to do? SGA fee increase?

"No, not another increase!" This is usually a typical response from an MSC student when faced with having to vote yes or no on increasing the Student Government fee.

Considering all the increases we've been bombarded with in the past couple years (parking decals, room and board and tuition, just to name a few) it's easy to see why we'll shun any proposal with the word "increase" following it.

More than likely you are saying, “Why should I vote yes and charge myself even more money to go to school?” Surprisingly enough, voting "yes" could turn out to be more beneficial to the student not only in the immediate future, but in the long run as well.

Under the current SGA structure, established in 1964, SGA fees were set at two dollars per credit per semester with a twenty four dollar limit. This fee has not been increased in 23 years.

If the SGA is forced to continue operations with its current budget, it will not function effectively. In turn, you, the student, will feel the pinch. Expect pharmacy fees to increase, fewer or no free services to be offered and programming to be cut back.

When you consider that the increase will be distributed among the Class One Organizations, SGA services, and operations of the SGA office, there is no question that the student directly benefits from the increase. The additional money will be incorporated into the budgets of Class One’s and possibly Class Two’s next year.

If you're the least bit curious as to where your student fees are going, it's time to take a walk to the Student Center Annex. Introduce yourself to the multitude of organizations which you can become involved with on MSC's campus.

In one small stretch of hallway, you can find organizations that sponsor concerts, plays, intramural sports, conservation, lectures, movies and trips. You will also find organizations that represent Black and Latin American interests, as well as a newspaper, yearbook and radio station.

Everything is yours for the taking. But will everything still be there in the future? Or even next year?

The answer to those questions is "yes"–if you vote yes.

Elections will run from Sat., December 5-12.

SGA fee increase?

About a year ago, some students were discussing financial aid and college educations. One of them opposed financial aid for students who couldn't afford an education. He insisted that if people want to go to college, they should earn the money themselves, have done well enough to merit scholarships, or find some other way to pay for their education.

None of the people involved in the discussion challenged him. I think he forgot that as a student at a state college, two-thirds of his education was paid for by the citizens of New Jersey, the taxpayers. I suppose he considered himself as meeting that subsidy for his education.

Education is an investment, like any other. Its purpose is a sacrifice in the short run for greater gains in the future. Why else would you be spending four years here instead of working?

The State of New Jersey sees the need for and agrees with this investment. As such, it has decided to develop the county and state colleges, Rutgers, the state university, and state financial aid programs. By investing in your future it hopes to get a better educated public and, of course, economic benefits in return. Washington, DC, however, seems to be having a bit of difficulty with this idea.

For the past couple years, these programs have come under increased attack. In 1980, Candidate Reagan proposed to abolish the Department of Education. President Carter created it by dividing Health, Education, and Welfare into two new divisions: Health and Human Services and Education.

Today, under the guidance of Secretary of Education William Bennett, some of the most ridiculous ideas in the world are being presented. Secretary Bennett suggested at one point that students were getting financial aid they really didn’t need and then taking long winter vacations in the tropics and buying stereos and cars. He withdrew the claim not long afterward.

Students have had to defend education programs yearly. Funds were cut or threatened in budget proposals. New, stricter eligibility rules were established by the department. Each time, Congress agreed to restore either part or all of the funds for education.

One of the longstanding programs is guaranteed student loans. Through this system, the federal government will guarantee the loans students receive from private banks. Additionally, the government will pay the interest on the loans until the students graduate. The Department of Education has decided that it is time to stop paying interest on the deadbeat graduates, though.

Graduates who fail to repay for periods of six months or longer are in default. The government will now track them down. As it currently stands, wages, tax returns, or other sources of income can be garnished for repayment. A good idea, since these people have failed to fulfill their half of the contract, repaying the loans.

In order to get at the deadbeats, the department has newly developed a list of institutions whose graduates consistently default. With this list in hand, any student who attends that institution would become ineligible for a loan.

Although this plan seems to have merit, it punishes the wrong partner in the agreement. The banks which make the loans are not seriously concerned about the likelihood of repayment. They know that the government will pay regardless of the graduate’s status. Loans which would never have been approved due to bad credit risks are granted. The result is defaulters.

Disallowing entire groups of students from ineligibility based upon the independent actions of others is not a wise investment. The Department of Education is not basing its program on investment principles, though. Its interest is in cutting the deficit and, in some cases, intentionally restricting access to higher education.

Washington has to realize that a higher education is both a means and an end in itself. While deadbeats should be caught, the futures of thousands of others should not be sacrificed. Besides, if a college education means we’ll earn more in the future, then we’ll be paying higher taxes. Then we can grow out of the deficit. Remember?

Oren L. Zeve is an MSC alumnus and a freelance columnist.
SILC defends its position in football controversy

Drastic decision necessary to keep peace

To the editor:

This letter is written in response to the letter printed in last week’s Montclarion, entitled “SILC running from its responsibility!”

On the night of November 2, during the semifinal game of men’s flag football, the worst display of unsportsmanship ever to occur at a SILC event took place. With just over two minutes left in the men’s flag football game, a member of the Clam Diggers attacked a member of the Clove Crew.

The fight was broken up immediately and the player was ejected from the game. But it did not end there, the confrontation continued. After this first fight was broken up, a member of Clove Crew taunted the ejected player.

The team captains were unable to control their teammates. The two players again began to fight. The teams then converged on the two that were fighting and several players took part in the fighting. At this point, both the officials and the onlooking varsity football coaches felt it necessary to alert campus police.

The Disciplinary Council reports to the executive board of SILC. The Disciplinary Council’s purpose is to review unsportsmanlike conduct that occurs during any SILC event. The handed down the ruling that declared the game between the Clove Crew and the Clam Diggers a double-forfeit.

Prior to this ruling, the stiffest penalty ever enforced by this Council’s suspension of a basketball player for one year for attacking another player. The teams were not punished because they immediately broke up the fight.

The events which occurred on November 2 went beyond the circumstances just described, therefore they deserved a stiffer penalty. Had the incident ended at the ejection from the game, it is our opinion that a similar decision would have been reached.

Since this has never happened before, the SILC executive board agrees with the severity of the ruling that the Disciplinary Council reached. SILC supports this decision because the team captains were unable to control their teammates, which is their responsibility.

Upon entering the league each team received a copy of the SILC Handbook, which lists the team captains’ responsibilities. One of the rules states, “If you cannot control your team members or followers you will be dismissed from the league...”

The Disciplinary Council used the powers given to it in the SILC constitution. These powers were written in the constitution to apply to the individual cases because it was never conceived that a situation would get so out of hand.

After this ruling was handed down and agreed upon by the SILC executive board, Clove Crew felt it was being treated unfairly. The Crew appealed the decision, which was its right as stated in the SILC constitution. An appeal was then brought to the SGA president. The president arranged a meeting to hear the Clove Crew’s, the Clam Diggers’ and SILC’s points of view. After this meeting, the president supported the decision made by SILC and upheld the double-forfeit.

It is our opinion that SILC did anything but run from its responsibilities. SILC’s purpose is to provide effective programs to support social, casual and recreational interactions. This purpose would be fulfilled through a flag football league, but this league failed to fulfill this purpose. SILC took action to correct it by forfeiting both teams and dropping the league until further evaluation. These actions were taken in accordance with the powers given in the SILC constitution.

The Student Intramural Leisure Council, as a class one organization of the SGA, feels that such a drastic decision is the only decision that will guarantee the future running of flag football events.

Students Speak

“On a scale of 1 to 10, what would you rate Blanton Hall Cafeteria meals and why?”

“Generally, the food is too starchy and greasy. I don’t feel like I can get a very well balanced meal. I know it’s difficult to cook for so many people although improvements would be nice. Five out of ten.”

Miriam Rosen
Freshman/broadcasting

“Serving the same food day after day is just too monotonous, besides the food also lacks taste. Although I understand it’s hard to cook for a large group of people, but if it were not for peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, my appetite would completely be lost. I rate it a four.”

Rick Weidman
Junior/accounting

“On the whole I feel the food is generally too greasy and tasteless. I know its hard to please everybody but I think they could do better and try not to pass off the same things for five days straight. I give them a four.”

Michele De Almeida
Freshman/biology

“Generally, the food is too monotonous. I wish there were more choices. I give it a four.”

Mark Paolella
Sophomore/art

“On the night of November 2, we were very delighted with the cover-up of the Clam Diggers during the semifinal game of Interstate Intramural League.”

Director has kudos for Law Day coverage

To the editor:

Cheers to The Montclarion! On October 28, we were very concerned about the coverage which might or might not be given to New Jersey’s Fifth Annual Law School Admissions Day.

When the next issue of The Montclarion was published, we were delighted with the coverage of the event. Your reporter carried out a thorough, enlightening and interesting job of reporting the event. The story was particularly well received by the sponsors and supporters of the event. I can’t thank you enough.

Marilyn R. Taylor
Director/legal studies

“Generally, the food is too starchy and greasy. I don’t feel like I can get a very well balanced meal. I know it’s difficult to cook for so many people although improvements would be nice. Five out of ten.”

Miriam Rosen
Freshman/broadcasting

“The food might fill you up but when the same food keeps crawling back day after day, it just doesn’t cut it! Six out of ten.”

Jack Meakin
Junior/accounting

“The wonderful part about the meals is that it tastes bad, goes through you and usually has three or four hairs in it. Other than that, the food is great. Two.”

Mark Paolella
Sophomore/art

“Generally, the food is too starchy and greasy. I don’t feel like I can get a very well balanced meal. I know it’s difficult to cook for so many people although improvements would be nice. Five out of ten.”

Miriam Rosen
Freshman/broadcasting

“The food might fill you up but when the same food keeps crawling back day after day, it just doesn’t cut it! Six out of ten.”

Jack Meakin
Junior/accounting

“The wonderful part about the meals is that it tastes bad, goes through you and usually has three or four hairs in it. Other than that, the food is great. Two.”

Mark Paolella
Sophomore/art
Dance co. is Moonstruck

By Jennifer G. Stelevich
Arts Editor

The following DanceCompass performance was reviewed during the final dress rehearsal.

DanceCompass performed in the Memorial Auditorium last Friday night. The show exhibited artistic originality and exemplified the marvels of modern dance.

DanceCompass is a resident dance company on the MSC campus. Their affiliation with the school is supported by the Challenge Grant for Excellence.

The dancers presented intense body control in every movement. With confident leaps and bends, each performer graced the stage. Although the repertoire featured solos, unity of the company was evident. All of the dancers represented their love of the art.

The stage was bare and the theatre was quiet. Charlton Boyd awakened the audience with a marvelous solo entitled “Moonstruck.” With the aid of colored lights and abstract movements, Boyd was very entertaining. He presented a confident air, revealed in his concise performance.

Artistic director, Nicholas Rodriguez choreographed both “Moonstruck” and “Once We Met.” His modern dance style is evident in both numbers.

In “Once We Met,” the dancers dazzled the audience with intertwining lifts. Erry music filled the theatre as dancers Rodriguez and Natalie Rogers portrayed a “boy meets girl” tale.

Entering from opposite sides of the empty stage, the dancers began their story. The variation in lights and musical tempo revealed the positive and negative social views in the relationship.

Rogers and Rodriguez performed well together and shared the spotlight in a final embrace which completed their tale.

“Vise,” choreographed and performed by Chris Nieder was excellent. Nieder, clad in a drab uniform, danced with staccato movements. She twirled in harried circles about a single gloomy chair on the stage.

Her performance of quick beats and leaps generated a mutually energetic feeling with the audience. As the music crescendos to a peak, Nieder sits in the lonely chair. She throttles her body forward as the newly revealed “electric” chair ends her lively dance.

Hikari Baba choreographed “Trap.” Performed by herself, Manuel Rodriguez and Rogers, the number displayed imagination. The trio, with a rope stretched across the stage tangled and folded themselves around the prop.

“Trap,” is consistent with the other dances in the program. A story is created and presented by the dancers. With incredibly dexterity, they break the barriers of the imagination.

“Three Chairs for Bach” is the most enjoyable number in the program. The idea for the routine reflects the game “Musical Chairs.” Throughout the dance the performers moved gracefully with childlike elegance. Every fall and leap appeared delivered with ease. The dancers teased each other with pantomime gestures and fought for a chair. Rodriguez offered originality in each piece. He maintained order with the performers and the audience as both shared the magic of the dances.

Unlike the other dances, with solid colored costumes, the company was clad in bright shorts and leotards for the final piece. They appeared more relaxed and rejoiced to the gay music of Bach.

Each performer represented the epitome of modern dance. Characterized by abstract ideas and talented men and women, DanceCompass presented a marvelous production.
Carpenter successful with _Prince of Darkness_

By Kathy Opdyke
Staff Writer

Director John Carpenter introduces a bizarre and somewhat unbelievable movie, _Prince of Darkness_.

The movie stars Donald Pleasence (Halloween) as a priest who believes strongly in the Lord and in his ways. Also starring is Jameson Parker (Simon and Simon) as Brian, and Lisa Boud as Catherine. Both are grad students working towards their PhD in physics.

The setting is primarily an old, abandoned church. Inside are several things popping up. From the discussions between the priest (Pleasence) and a nun, we are led to believe the container is devilish.

Several people are murdered around in it. From the discussion and complicated equipment, it turns out what is going on. The devil is released.

One of the students, a radio technician, comes in contact with the strange, green liquid. She then becomes like the devil. Other students turn into similar zombies in a manner too disgusting to describe.

Special effects are great with much blood and gore. Several people are murdered a la Jason (Friday the Thirteenth). The movie becomes more of a game of cats and mice with the good guys hiding from the bad. Pleasence does a good job of portraying the priest. He believes in God and wants to get rid of the evil.

None of the other characters are very impressive. Dennis Dun provides Walter, who adds a little light humor to the whole movie. In one scene he is trapped by two of the women zombies. He says, "Oh well, I've always wanted to be dominated by women." This may not seem too funny now, but when you see the edge of your seat in fear, it is.

_Please note_:

1. Liberty and Justice for All
2. This New Generation
3. Tellin Secrets
4. Instant Club Hit
5. Pleasure of the Flesh
6. Wuvend Riet
7. Vision Seeker
8. Jungle Wave
9. Living with Double Planet
10. Crack Attack

At the movies: _Cryer hides out_

By John Martucci
Correspondent

In _Hiding Out_ Jon Cryer plays Andrew, a man in his late twenties-early thirties who is going to testify against some mobsters. He is one of three people testifying. The trial date is a month away when one of the men gets murdered.

The FBI immediately protects the two remaining witnesses with round the clock security. Everyone has named in a moment of extreme weakness, Andrew convinces the two agents protecting him, let him go out to eat. As luck would have it, they go to the restaurant where the mobsters often breakfast at 6 a.m. They kill one agent and wound the other as Andrew makes his "death defying" escape.

Now where would you go if you had some criminals hunting for you? The police department or the FBI sounds like a good start. However, the FBI is searching for him too.

The key lies in the witness relocation program. One agent alone, other than the FBI, is assigned to him. Andrew has to assume a new identity after the trial. This is probably why he decides to runaway from the only people who care really help him.

Where does he run to? Quite honestly I don't know. The story which starts out in the Boston area jumps to what looks like the midwest region. Andrew seeks shelter from his aunt and cousin. Along the way he shaves off his beard, cuts and dies his hair.

Cryer's acting was good, and there are no other "names" acting beside him, all the acting is adequate.

If you're still not sure why and what Cryer's doing, you should see this. A 30 year old with his arm around the girl. Jon Cryer is unbelievable as a thirty year old. It wasn't really his acting, but more his physical appearance. His beard looked far more like a high school student than a stockbroker.

If David Bowie could look 200 years old in _The Hunger_, then Jon Cryer has only been around and put ten years on Cryer.

There are too many flaws in this movie for it to be seen in the theater. There are some genuinely funny spots, particularly when pretending to be a teenager, Melbourne seems to know a great deal about the Nixon administration and financial matters.

Cryer's acting is good, and although there are no other "names" acting beside him, all the acting is adequate. If you're still not sure why and what Cryer all the acting is from, then you're not alone. It was like watching _Star Trek_, with all these fancy made up words like "Data" and "beam me up, Scotty". They added nothing to the movie and in fact lost me in the finer details of the stories.

If you are looking for a movie with a few laughs here and there, then see _Hiding Out_. If you don't want to waste your money on an average film, save your money and rent it for a buck.
The show started with an up tempo version of "Lazarus Heart," a song off the new album. The band neatly segued into "Too Much Information," a cut from the debut Police album Ghost in the Machine.

Sting then launched into his current chart single, "We'll Be Together." The musicians were a touch out of sync, lacking the snap that comes with playing live every night. But as the show progressed, they tightened up.

"It has become something of a tradition playing the Ritz to start my tours. I can screw up and have a good time and not have to worry about it," said the blond-haired Sting. The current tour supports his latest solo effort...Nothing Like The Sun.

Sting spent most of the evening playing a keyboard "sampler," a clever device that is quickly becoming the rage among musicians. He picked up his guitar for a few songs, but never touched his bass. He seemed content to pluck the mini-keyboard and bob around stage, leaving the "dirty work" to his talented band.

Sting had a good time singing the appropriate "Englishman in New York." At one point he sang "I'm an English dude in New York." The crowd loved it.

At one point a female audience member yelled 'I love you, Sting!' Without missing a beat, Sting shot back "Yes, yes, I know you love me." His ego remained intact throughout the show.

The show was not without its lighter moments. During a break in the action, a female audience member yelled "I love you, Sting!" Without missing a beat, Sting shot back "Yes, yes, I know you love me." His ego remained intact throughout the show.

Surprisingly, Sting performed only two cuts from his first solo album Dream of the Blue Turtles ("Fortress Around Your Heart" and "Consider Me Gone"). He chose instead to play old Police cuts and nearly all of...Nothing Like the Sun.

Sting and his band featured more depth than the Police ever did. By using percussion and horns—something the Police lacked—the musicians were able to create a fuller, richer sound.

Without or with the Police, Sting proved Monday that he is a driving force in music today.
Bloom County

by Berke Breathed

Gag Reflex

by John Paul
Personals

-Michelle- You're the best big sister anyone can have. Love ya, Paula.

-Mike- Know any more good card tricks? I've got a few things up my sleeve I'd like to show you! Diane.....

-To Karen- You are such a ziggy, just relax and rest assured you'll always be our sweet. Love ya, Karen.

-To your delusory sex-friend- We can dance the night away on December fourth, and when the bell rings, we'll let nature take its course.

-Interested in finding out about sights in New York City? Come to the Drop-in Center.

-To Andy- Realize my special memory. Really, I mean it! Love, Kristi.

-Julia, Iris, Donna, and Dan- Thanks for being so great! Everybody. You all mean so much to me. I love you, Kristi.

—Yo The A.C.'s of Zeta Phi Beta- Realizing it will soon be over and you'll all be "true blue ladies of Zee Phi Bee." Love, Evonne C.

—Yo Mike D- You don't know me, but I've been watching you. Your body is beautiful. Love, "Someone who wants to be with you forever. " Love, MM.

—"Hold onto the Nights" and love, Brian- Thanks for being so cool. (Sending hugs)

—To the cookie crew- Congrats on making a job well done! Everyone had a blast. A Patron.

—Brian- Thanks for being so patient and understanding. You've made me feel so good. I'll hold onto the Nights and you. Always, Kathy.

—Kori Dawkins- You always said you wanted the most. I'll make you a real one. Now it's forever. I'd like to see him crawl like you said boomer does.

—Inet Fraiser- Happy 21st. Love, Bruce.

—Chris and Kori- Congratulations on your engagement. I wish you all the happiness in the world. Love, Mr. and Mrs. Hogeboom.

—Fran may be ahead 2-1, but people must realize my 1 isn't crazy roommates! Love, Cleo-patra.

—To the new gang meets Thursday in the Rat. Cool! Ange, Carole, and Mrs. Hogeboom.

—To the Hockey team- Congratulations on destroying Wagner. Hopefully you have also beat CCM & Columbia. I'm sure you'll go 6-0 until December 1st.

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—To the Soccer players who acted your age, IOTA girls were left behind. Love ya, Traci.

—To the "Hots"- Tonight we're going to have a blast. A Patron.

—To the "Hots"- Tonight we're going to have a blast.

—To the bopsy twins on the 5D floor. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To our friends in Blanton Hall- Miss Kreugar. Be a cooty, OK?

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—Joan-Va! You are the best. I wish all teddy bears were as warm and squishy as you! Thanks for being my pillow. Love, Ben. Live it up! Love, Lauren.

—To the blue-eyed preppie in the world. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—To CC in 2C08- Long time, no see.

—To the bopsy twins on the 5D floor. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To Maureen in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—To the "Hots"- Tonight we're going to have a blast.

—To the Soccer players who acted your age, IOTA girls were left behind. Love ya, Traci.

—To the bopsy twins on the 5D floor. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To our friends in Blanton Hall- Miss Kreugar. Be a cooty, OK?

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—Joan-Va! You are the best. I wish all teddy bears were as warm and squishy as you! Thanks for being my pillow. Love, Ben. Live it up! Love, Lauren.

—To the blue-eyed preppie in the world. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—To CC in 2C08- Long time, no see.

—To the bopsy twins on the 5D floor. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To our friends in Blanton Hall- Miss Kreugar. Be a cooty, OK?

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—Joan-Va! You are the best. I wish all teddy bears were as warm and squishy as you! Thanks for being my pillow. Love, Ben. Live it up! Love, Lauren.

—To the blue-eyed preppie in the world. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—To CC in 2C08- Long time, no see. pants. I hope he's from the Nary! Love, your Jolly Rancher partner. Where is your salme solution?

—Jeanne- Thanks for being such a great treasurer- without your help, we would have never made it to Boston. Luv, J., and K.

—Gee, I wonder what happened to the one and a half pounds of peanut butter, and mint chocolate fudge. I know I didn't eat it. From the outside.

—My Tom- You make it all worthwhile. Thanks for having the greatest friends- who else could I expect from you. Love you. Your lonely valentine.

—Everyone from Boston 87- You all have spots on your shirts and your hands smell nice and all of our friendship. Love, Paige.

—To Scrunchy and Platter- With Maddog, we'll all have an absolute ball on Friday! Love, Napoleon.

—Kenny, (alias athletic butt)- Almoutals- If you want to help?

—To all MSC students- Want to know where to find Arthur F. Schlesinger? Drop by the Blanton Hall Health Center - we have him in Quarterly with Bill. Paul.

—To the Hockey team- Congratulations in destroying Wagner. Hopefully you have also beat CCM & Columbia. I'm sure you'll go 6-0 until December 1st.

—To the "Hots"- Tonight we're going to have a blast. A Patron.

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—To CC in 2C08- Long time, no see.

—To the bopsy twins on the 5D floor. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.

—To our friends in Blanton Hall- Miss Kreugar. Be a cooty, OK?

—To the girls in 108B- You girls are the best. I miss you! A fellow lazy JP love ya, Jen.

—Joan-Va! You are the best. I wish all teddy bears were as warm and squishy as you! Thanks for being my pillow. Love, Ben. Live it up! Love, Lauren.

—To the blue-eyed preppie in the world. We have had some good times. We wish you all the best. A Patron.
—T-Bone- Glad you picked MSU. Of course you will, you always do.) You're a sweetie! Love, your chauffeur.
—To Mike- The UNGAWA macho munchiku has kicked itself out of housing. It's been real! How about a game of soccer? You bring your ball!
—To the Beta of TKE- We made it! Here's to all the future parties. Bust a nut! Mark.

—Dana- For whatever it's worth, I am very attracted to you, and I have been for quite some time. Your smile sends my pulse up, so keep it going! An admirer.
—To Kensington- 408- Good luck with your dreamboat. You deserve the best. XOXO Me.
—For Barb, Kevin, TJ, John, Jennifer- It's been a few days since the new whoodies- My thanks for a great EWC both on the going and receiving end. Father Art.
—For TKE- Thanks for all the thanks for everything! You were off by 2 1/2's. How's the wall? Only kidding! You'll get the beer next time. Get a life.
—Eugene- Thanks for all the help and guidance. It paid off. It's greatly appreciated. The Beta Class.

—Patrice- Next time we go to a party, you better put me on a leash so that I don't wander away. Love, Ginny.

—Charlie Brown- Thanks for fixing my finger. But I'd still pull the football away. Lucy.
—Michele- I'm glad you and Nancy got "snooked" in last week. Not my fault. Blame it on the new whoodies- It was our cause of this. Where is he living in "cow country" again?

—Patrice- 21st Birthday. Don't drink too much but then again... Ha- Live it up! Your roomie.

—Antoinette- As of the good times we had, we'll have again... Not what felt good before, today we'll treasure so much more. Love, Gene.
—Lisa- "Tisa," "Robin," "Glamour Girl"- There is nothing wrong with you. They are all jerks. Bagel-head is the name for it...So much for it, no relief. Stress. Love, your roommate "Frat," "Tracie," and "Batman."

—Diana- You and Mark should party more with us. We love you guys. Open house, 12011.

—Ginny Xi- Keep smiling! We're trying hard to find happiness again!! Remember that we have each other and our great brothers! Love, Mr. Seaman.

—To Bog- Next time learn the facts before judging my sorority. They are people just like you give your fall honors to.

—Sisters of Iota Gamma Xi- I wanted to say that you all mean the world to me and I love you guys very much! Love, Jennifer.

—To the girls in J302- It's been great getting to know you, through partying! Love, Mary.
—To the girls- I'm very disappointed and command! Lustfully valuable player.

—Trish- I'm very disappointed and command! Lustfully valuable player.

—Trish- I'm very disappointed and command! Lustfully valuable player.
Ice hockey club has early season ups and downs

cont. from back page
giving them a 2-1 advantage. Fighting erupted four minutes into the period and both teams were assessed double penalties for unnecessary roughing.

Columbia picked up another goal during this short-handed period, as did Ashton, with help from Ruggiero. It was now a 3-1 game, with the Indians in front.

Penalties plagued both teams throughout the second period. But that didn't stop Capristo from getting his second goal of the game at 1:34. Frank Alesso and Ruggiero took the assists.

Columbia ended the second period with a goal at 0:15, making the tally 4-6.

In the final period, both teams played good defense for a stalemate during the first five minutes.

Then, Ruggiero broke away from the Montclarion defensive zone, and with great stick handling, scored a goal at 6:12. Ashton was awarded an assist on the play, which gave MSC a 6-4 lead.

With a little less than seven minutes left in the game, Montclarion had two men in the box.

Columbia took advantage and scored their fifth goal of the evening. With 0:38 seconds left to play, Alesso scored off of a pass from Capristo, ending the Lions' hopes and the game at 8-3.

Bill Geiger performed with style as goaltender, keeping very busy as Columbia registered 24 shots on goal.

Men's track team has high hopes

cont. from back page

The United States Military Academy at West Point. A team goal for this season is to qualify for the Millrose Games and the Olympic Invitational, in which the 1600 meter relay team placed third last year.

Capristo, ending the Lions' 5-3 game, with the Indians in front.

Ashton was awarded an assist and Ruggiero took the assists.

With 0:38 seconds left to play, Montclarion had two men in the box. Columbia took advantage and scored their fifth goal of the evening. With 0:38 seconds left to play, Alesso scored off of a pass from Capristo, ending the Lions' hopes and the game at 8-3.

Bill Geiger performed with style as goaltender, keeping very busy as Columbia registered 24 shots on goal.

Here's a tip...A tax tip.

Many of the answers to questions about filling out tax forms are in the package of instructions sent to you by the IRS. Don't let it slide, check it out!

Wanted

Part-time/Salary $6-$9 per hour, Little Falls office. Flexible hours around your class schedule. Call 890-0649 24 hours.

Typists- Hundreds weekly at home! Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066.

Wanted: Person to answer telephones for legal courier, easy work, able to do homework after 6 PM at work. Call Brad Watmore at 6 PM at -2004.

Players for a Marvel Comics/ Super Heros role playing session. Nov 19th at 9 PM Bohn Hall back lounge. All Welcome! I'll type your...resumes/cover letters...term papers...statistical reports...doctorate thesis...any professional word processing job. Call me: 777-0285 after 6:00 PM, (Based on your schedule) 4 eves, 3306 3-6 p.m.

The Montclair State College Athletic Department

Is Looking For People Interested In

*STATISTICAL WORK FOR SPORTS
*SPORTS WRITING
*GENERAL WRITING
*GENERAL WORK AT GAME

If you're interested, come to the Athletic Office in Panzer Gym, ask for Mike Stickel, Kori Hawkins, or Merry Ormsby.

If you qualify for financial aid, you may qualify for student assistantships.
Sportschannel Plus to air Div. III playoffs

College football is a sport that dominates the networks on Saturday afternoons. However, all of those games televised on the networks and public-service channels consist of Division I football programs. They are the teams that receive a majority of the press and television time. The Division II and III schools receive minimal coverage, but consistent television coverage has been non-existent—until now.

The Montclarion/Thursday, November 19, 1987

by Perry Schwarz

For the first time in Division III, football games will be seen on television starting with the NCAA Division III playoffs. The Sportschannel network, which has been the home of the New York Mets, Islanders, Yankees, New Jersey Nets and Devils will now televise Division III football. Sportschannel, which is the nation's leading regional pay cable network, will air Saturday's NCAA Division III playoff game between Fordham University and Hofstra University on a tape-delay basis. The game will be shown at 10:30 p.m. on SportsChannel Plus, available on most metropolitan cable systems.

The network will also air the NCAA Division III Championship Game - The Amos Alonso Stagg Bowl - live from Phoenix City, Alabama. The championship game is slated for December 12 at 1 p.m. on the SportsChannel network.

It is about time that a major sports network have taken notice of the collegiate sports events pertaining to Division III. There is a lot of skilled athletes playing on this level. It is only fair that coverage of their talent is showcased through the networks. Division III football is not the same as it was years ago. The players are stronger, faster, and just as talented or better as some of the major collegiate players. The only difference is that scholarships are not awarded.

SportsChannel offers more than 350 live games of the professional teams. Plus there is a college football, basketball and "New York Sports Nightly Show". It is the only daily half-hour show providing in-depth coverage of the New York sports scene.

There are a lot of great football programs within the Eastern Region of Division III. Montclair State has proven itself to be a quality club. Hofstra, Wagner, Fordham, and Ithaca are a few additional clubs that proved their worthiness on the gridiron. It is great to see that due coverage will be showcased through the television medium.

My hat goes off to the SportsChannel network. This new development will set a precedent within the television spectrum. New Jersey and Division III football programs have a lot to offer, and now the fans of the Metropolitan area will be able to view them. SportsChannel's viewership is over 1,000,000 viewers. I am sure there are a lot of fans interested in collegiate football, especially if it involves local games.

What's What in MSC sports

Women's Cross-Country
Senior All-American Jessica Levinskas finished 22nd out of 131 runners with a time of 20:40. Junior Jennifer Abrahamsen came in 30th, completing the course in 20:55, while sophomore Rosa Domingues was 31st. As a team, the Indians took the sixth place position behind Messiah, Gettysburg, Allegheny, Franklin and Marshall, and Swarthmore, and one place above NJAC rival Trenton State.

Men's Cross-Country
Senior John Hogan completed the race 87th out of 185 runners, while teammate Amod Field (junior) took the 127th position. These were the only two MSC runners.

Bowling
The MSC Bowling team dropped a close decision and picked up a forfeit win Sunday in Cranston, Rhode Island. The Indians secured their win when Queens College forfeited in the first match of the day. In the second match, William Paterson squeaked past MSC by a 15-11 score. Gary McCarthy led all Indian bowlers with a 609-2,036 total.

Men's Swimming and Diving
The Indians started their season slow, dropping their first three meets of the year. On Saturday, the MSC lost to two tough opponents in Monmouth and Mariast, though freshmen Rich Volpi and McCarthy led all Indian bowlers with a 238-609. Upcoming matches: Sunday, at the Valley Lanes, Rhode Island. The Indians secured their win when Queens College forfeited in the first match of the evening. CCM handed the Indians their first defeat of the season by a lopsided tally of 15-5.

The first period showed some promise as both teams held the other scoreless. In the initial five minutes of play, Bob Capelli, MSC wing, drew first blood with a goal 4:35 into the period. Steve Ruggiero was credited with the assist.

But unfortunately for the Indians, this was the only time they led. The rest of the game turned into a debacle for MSC. Mistakes were made, opportunities lost and a general lack of coordination became the order of the evening. CCM controlled the puck for the most of the game.

Shots on goal were heavily in favor of the Titans, who registered 60 to MSC's 24.

The game could of course serve as a learning experience for the Indians, who are now 1-1 after a first-game win over Wagner College.

MSC 8- Columbia 5
Brian Cassidy, Head Coach of the MSC Hockey team, left Sunday's game against Columbia with a grin on his face as big as a house, as the Indians gave him good reason to smile.

After a dismal showing against CCM the night before, the MSC Hockey Club was doing everything right in their 8-5 triumph over Columbia. The Lions were traveling in from New York with a respectable 2-2 record. The game started with Columbia generating two goals in rapid succession, one of which followed a very clever draw play which practically gave them an open net.

MSC had a power-play situation 7:32 into the period, but couldn't take advantage. But like sleeping giants, the Indians awoke. With 8:04 left, Steve Ruggiero scored, and Bob Capelli and Mike Ashton assisted on the goal which cut the deficit to 2-1.

MSC then got its second power-play opportunity, and this time Bill Talady took advantage with a goal at 12:57, unassisted, tying the score at two a piece.

With a minute left in the first period, Tony Scalzo got his goal with help from Jon Capristo, allowing the Indians to move in front for the first time in the game.

Capristo scored his own goal early in the second period, cont. on p. 18.
Horn sets rushing record

Indians end season with seventh straight victory

By Jim Agostine
Staff Writer

The Indians won their seventh consecutive game Friday night, edging Glassboro State by a score of 7-0 in the season finale for both teams.

MSC’s overall record was pushed up to 8-2 (5-1 in the conference) as Glassboro fell to 6-4 (4-2 conference mark).

Senior Leroy Horn set the new school record for rushing yards at 2,942. Horn beat the previous record, set in 1982 by Bob Vannoy, by 13 yards, carrying 28 times for 76 yards over the course of the game.

The only points that were scored during the game came as a result of a punt return. With 14:08 remaining in the first half, freshman Scott Vega received a punt and ran it back untouched for 82 yards.

Vega, by the end of the game, had returned five punts for 106 yards and ran back a kickoff for 20 yards. He also caught three passes for a total of 19 yards.

Junior Anthony Colasurdo kicked the successful extra point attempts, as he accumulated 46 yards receiving.

The game turned out to be a battle of strong defenses, but MSC prevailed when it came to fighting it out in the trenches, holding the Profs to 29 yards rushing.

Senior Miguel Hernandez added 11 tackles and two more sacks to his impressive list of defensive stats. Hernandez led the team this season with 112 tackles and 3 sacks.

The Glassboro defense also put on a show, holding MSC’s offense to 112 yards on the ground rushing, which was previously averaging 181.2 yards rushing per game.

Colasurdo, over the course of the game, unsuccess fully attempted three field goal attempts, but Glassboro kicker Ken DeRolph missed a 38 yarder.

The final scoring threat came with less than one minute left in the game as the Profs drove the ball down to the MSC 29-yard line.

The Indian defense stood tough, however, and held Glassboro from succeeding in completing a fourth down and five yard conversion.

The lone junior on the squad is the Indian point guard, Sue Becker. Becker led the team last season in assists, logging 142, and is the floor leader for MSC.

Sophomore Tomasena Powell will be a player to watch in the upcoming season. Powell has tremendous athletic ability and her performance will be a key for the Indians.

“Tomasena is probably our most versatile player, as she can play either of the two guard spots as well as forward,” said Jeffrey.

“Also, she has excellent jumping ability, and she’s very aggressive.”

Frances Collins, Jacqueline Martinez and Carolyn Savio also return from freshman seasons and will see considerable playing time.

Joining MSC this season are four of the top rated freshmen in New Jersey, including Kim Wilson, who has earned a day minimum in the past two years.

Hogan has scored many points for the team at meets in the past and is expected to do so again this season.

Senior Keyronne Zahir and junior Mike Ginch are both members of the first place NJAC 1600 meter relay team.

Both have run cross country in the past, but in track, should make the open slots in the starting varsity 1600 meter relay team.

Junior Scott Langan makes his return to the track after "redshirting" due to several injury plagued seasons.

Langan is a hurdler with hopes for a strong comeback. He had a terrific season last year, but has been hurt since then.

Mizzone says that, "Scott is a hard worker with a good attitude, but he is running in the shadow of Field."

Some promising newcomers are sophomore Vince Morgan, who is a 800 meter runner and freshman Greg Christiansen, who runs the 1600.

The coach feels that “the team is small but relies on the strength of its individual events.”

"I look ahead to a challenging season with meet locations to include Yale and cont. on p. 18..."